FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE:
Contact: Katherine Gressel, Curator at katherinegressel@gmail.com 917-684-2109

In Search of One City:
Sensing (In)equality
An art exhibit at the Old Stone House & Washington Park
VIP/press preview: Thursday, August 13, 4pm
Exhibition Opening: Thursday, August 13, 6-9pm
Exhibition dates: August 13-October 10, 2015
Exhibiting Artists: Artist Volunteer Center & With Food In Mind, Daniel Bejar, Mildred Beltre & Oasa
DuVerney, Jennifer Dalton, Laura Hadden & Tennessee Watson, Brian Fernandes-Halloran, Sue
Jeong Ka, Kenneth Pietrobono, Kameelah Janan Rasheed, Dread Scott, Jody Wood
“The state of our city, as we find it today, is a Tale of Two Cities – with an inequality gap
that fundamentally threatens our future.” –Bill de Blasio, State of the City address,
February 10, 2014
BROOKLYN, NY, July 13, 2015 -- In Search of One City: Sensing (In)equality is a two-month
exhibition exploring artists’ roles in investigating, navigating and mitigating income inequality.
With a title loosely based on the New York City mayor’s well-known campaign phrase, In Search
of One City recognizes that artists have long been offering creative interpretations of and
solutions for a timely issue now at the forefront of local and national policy debates. The exhibit
opens August 13 from 6-9pm at Brooklyn’s Old Stone House in Washington Park. The Old Stone
House is located at 5th avenue between 3rd and 4th street, Park Slope. Viewing hours are Friday
3-6pm or by appointment at (718) 768-3195 or info@theoldstonehouse.org. For more information,
visit www.theoldstonehouse.org and brooklynutopias.wordpress.com.
From suffering politely to a new guide to community art-making
In Search of One City includes both artists who expose and critique the systems that perpetuate
income inequality, and artists and arts groups working with communities to develop new models
and services for a more equitable city.

Video, sculpture and public art installations by Dread Scott, Jennifer Dalton, Kenneth Pietrobono
and others explore policies and attitudes behind economic disparities—from Wall Street
excesses to a faulty credit/debt system--as well as our own complicity in these systems.
Kameelah Janan Rasheed's posters give mock-advice to the poor from their wealthier
counterparts on how to "suffer politely.” Daniel Bejar attempted to send postcards of Brooklyn
and NYC to the exhibition space using US postage stamps he manipulated to read “Inequality”
instead of “Equality,” and will display any mail successfully received.
Jennifer Dalton’s Paradox Party Favors dispenser offers visitors small candies printed with several
different paradoxes she has experienced as an artist, such as “I believe money corrupts except
when I have some.” The candy recipients may share the taste of Dalton’s own discomfort from
sometimes benefitting from a wealth distribution system that deprives others.
Other exhibiting artists create new opportunities for dialogue and activism. Laura Hadden and
Tennessee Watson's Wage Working jukebox contains interviews with workers that are inversely
proportional in length to the workers' wages—questioning how we value different types of work,
Sue Jeong Ka’s video “You Can do it by Yourself, she says” seeks to formalize the often unwritten
relationship terms between immigrant domestic workers and their employers. Jody Wood will
show the latest documentation of her mobile salon that has now served homeless shelters in
Denver, Brooklyn and Philadelphia in order to “facilitate empathetic understanding and to
unravel the reductive label of homeless” through free beauty services.
Brian Fernandes-Halloran as well as Mildred Beltre and Oasa DuVerney (of Crown Heights public
art collective Brooklyn Hi-Art! Machine) will present their various efforts to use art to combat
gentrification and strengthen community ties; Beltre and DuVerney will debut a new printed
guide to tenants’ rights and community art-making. Teenagers interning this summer with Artist
Volunteer Center and With Food in Mind have been asked to contribute work exploring the
relationship between food justice and income inequality.
Beyond obvious “have” and “have-not” contrasts
Together the artworks in In Search of One City: Sensing (In)equality encourage multisensory
engagement with the causes and effects of income inequality, via touch, sound and taste in
addition to sight. Each artwork reflects or encourages deep looking, listening and outreach on
the part of participating artists, communities and viewers to promote a greater understanding of
inequality without resorting to specific political commentary or obvious contrasts between
“haves” and “have nots.” In Search of One City instead privileges gray areas and moments of
discomfort as artists straddle both ends of a socioeconomic spectrum or attempt (sometimes
futilely) to transcend complex barriers.
Interactive gallery and online components and free public events include a creative career fair,
a tenants rights and screen-printing workshop, and a discussion of the relationship between art
and income inequality at a grassroots and policy level.
These programs will challenge visitors to reflect on their own experiences, gain tools for personal
and community empowerment, and consider whether these types of artist interventions can
(and should) inform broader policy or education measures.
All public programs are free and open to the public. For dates and times, see below.

Public Programs
Sunday, Sept. 13, 12-4pm: Know Your Rights screen printing & tenants’ rights workshop with Oasa
DuVerney & Mildred Beltre (Brooklyn Hi-Art! Machine)
Wednesday, Sept. 16, 7-9pm: Panel discussion/workshop: Sensing AND Doing Something About
Inequality: artists & arts groups share their strategies. Participants include Artist Volunteer Center,
members of BFAMFAPhD, Groundswell, and Jody Wood (final list TBA) with an opening
performance by Theatre of the Oppressed NYC.
Sunday, Oct. 4, 10am-3pm: Museum Hue Mentorathon: Creative Career Exchange career
readiness fair, produced by Museum Hue	
  
Tuesday, Oct. 6, 7pm: Closing Party and Film Screening: Films by Sue Jeong Ka and others (TBA)

	
  
About The Curator	
  
Katherine Gressel is a New York-‐based artist, curator and writer focused on site-‐specific art. She
earned her BA in art from Yale and MA in arts administration from Columbia. In 2009 she founded
Brooklyn Utopias (BU), an ongoing exhibit and event series in which artists, young people,
activists, architects, designers and urban theorists consider differing visions of an ideal city.
Previous BU exhibits, dealing with such topics as urban agriculture, transportation, and parks,
have been recognized by Time Out New York, Hyperallergic, News 12 Brooklyn, and DNAInfo. In
addition to organizing five major BU exhibitions to date at the Old Stone House and Brooklyn
Historical Society, Katherine has curated for FIGMENT on Governors Island and for No Longer
Empty’s inaugural Curatorial Lab program. She was selected for the Independent Curators
International (ICI) Curatorial Intensive in New Orleans in winter 2015. Katherine has written and
presented on critical public and community art issues for Createquity, Americans for the Arts,
and Public Art Dialogue, among others. Katherine also served as Programs Manager at Smack
Mellon Gallery from 2010-2014, and has worked and consulted for other diverse nonprofits in the
areas of arts education, project management, and fundraising/development.

About the Old Stone House & Washington Park
The Old Stone House & Washington Park—site of the Battle of Brooklyn/August 1776 and the
original home of the Brooklyn Dodgers and a member of the Historic House Trust of New York
City—was originally built in 1699. The House was an active farm for nearly 100 years. Today, OSH
is a year-round site for culture, education and recreation-- providing relevant experiences
around Brooklyn’s past, present and future.
In Search of One City is sponsored, in part, by the Greater New York Arts Development Fund of
the New York City Department of Cultural Affairs, administered by Brooklyn Arts Council (BAC).
Funding has also been made possible by the Puffin Foundation, LTD. In-kind support by Artist &
Craftsman.
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